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Description
When choosing to "edit" an "Item Link" type tracker ﬁeld, saving will always convert the Item Link type ﬁeld
to a "Relations" tracker ﬁeld.
The reason for this can be seen - in the "Advanced" part of the edit popup, the only option in the "Field
Type" dropdown is "Relations".
I realise that an Item link may just be a kind of relation in the "backend", however the interface for both
conﬁguring and using an item link is much better than the relations ﬁeld, and any paramaters entered in to
the item link do not trafer to the new "relations" ﬁeld.

Tiki 18.01 running on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
Solution
Fixed with r66657 in 18.x. Please update, clear cache and try again.
Importance
8
Priority
40
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
6700
Created
Wednesday 13 June, 2018 14:57:12 GMT-0000
by CMaster
LastModif
Thursday 14 June, 2018 14:27:52 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 13 Jun 18 17:00 GMT-0000
Thanks for reporting.
It's not intentional to force a ﬁeld type change. The intent was to make it easier if
needed. We know that relations and item link each have their strengths and are both
needed.

Marc Laporte 14 Jun 18 14:04 GMT-0000
Fixed by Victor with 66656 in trunk and 66657 in 18.x.
https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/66657
https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/66656

Thank you Victor and CMaster!
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